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Ehrman needs no introduction to this forum as his publications and especially his best-seller Misquoting Jesus
have aroused considerable interest on this blog. Nor does it really need to be said that the perspective from
which this blog operates and Prof. However, it is to be hoped that his participation here will lead to some
clarification of positions and lead to more fruitful discussion in the future. Owing to the busy nature of Prof.
Ehrman, what do you think is the best thing about being a New Testament textual critic? When I started
working seriously in textual criticism twenty-five years or so ago, the field was not at all what it is today. The
vast majority of textual critics were technicians who were experts in many of the demanding technical aspects
of the discipline. But they had no interest or ability in seeing or explaining how their studies related to broader
fields within biblical or religious studies. After doing my dissertation I started realizing that it was impossible
to do serious text-critical work without relating that work to such fields as NT exegesis, the social history of
early Christianity, the development of early Christian doctrine, to such questions as orthodoxy and heresy,
Christian apologia, the role of women in the early church, the rise of Christian anti-Judaism, and so on. Not
only were these other fields important for understanding the transmission of the text of the NT, the textual data
known almost uniquely by textual scholars were important for seeing developments in these other fields.
Textual critics are uniquely situated to contribute to these larger concerns, meaning that now, finally, the work
textual critics do can be seen as widely important and relevant, not simply of relevance to textual technicians.
What do you see as your most important contribution to scholarship? I think my early work on methods of
manuscript classification that I developed in my work on the Gospel Text of Didymus the Blind continues to
have a significant role to play. Amongst the various books that you have written do you have any favourites?
They are like my children. I love them all! But I have to confess a particular tug at my heartstrings for
Orthodox Corruption as a serious scholarly book and Lost Christianities as a popular book. I try to alternate
between writing serious books for scholars and popular books for the Barnes and Noble crowd â€” and I think
one of my contributions has been to show that a scholar can do both, without compromising scholarly
integrity. How many hours a day do you work and how long does it take you to write a book like Misquoting
Jesus? In one sense, Misquoting Jesus was the result of 25 years of study. In another sense, it took me five or
six months of additional reading to get ready to write it. The writing itself goes very fast. I can crank out pages
on a word processor in about six hours. But then I definitely need to take a break and get a work-out! What is
it, do you think, that makes Misquoting Jesus such a success as a book? I think the reason no one has tried to
write a book like this before is because it is awfully difficult. How do you explain these things in a way that is
true to scholarship, on the one hand, but interesting to a complete non-expert on the other? I decided early on
that the only way to do it was to tell lots of stories and anecdotes, to keep the writing lively, to avoid all
technical discussions, to show what really mattered about this field, to stress the very most interesting aspects
of it. To them all I would say is that if there is a better way to write a book like this â€” they should do it! How
would you respond to the suggestion that Misquoting Jesus only engages with popular notions of the
inspiration of scripture? After all many Christians down history have believed in verbal inspiration and at the
same time that they did not have copies that exactly reproduced the inspired words. This book is not about
inspiration. I begin the book and end it with comments about my own spiritual journey away from a view of
Scripture that was taught in the evangelical circles I was associated with I never claim that this was the only
view of inspiration in evangelical circles, or other Christian circles; I simply refer to it as the view in the
circles I was associated with: I begin with this autobiographical note in order to show what struck me as the
deeper significance of what I came to understand the more I explored the manuscript tradition of the NT. But I
came to see that the absence of the originals, and our inability in places to know for certain what was in the
originals, rendered the claim that the original texts were inspired more or less irrelevant. For some people this
is no problem, and if so â€” well, what can I say? Most non-evangelicals realize that it is in fact a problem. By
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the way, in direct response to the question: I deal with one form of the notion â€” the one that I, and other
evangelicals that I knew, used to have. But I must say that this way of putting the question also strikes me as
odd: Do you think the same could be said relative to the textual transmission of Classical literature? Uh, I am a
scholar, not an idiot! There is an interesting issue, of course, of whether classical literature was changed as
much as the NT was. Another interesting aspect of the question is that the copying practices of classics and
sacred Scripture may have been different. Kim Haines-Eitzen has made a compelling case that Scripture in the
early centuries of the church was principally being copied by scribes who wanted to use the copies themselves,
whereas the classics in this period were copied by scribes for the use of other people. That no doubt affected
the process of transmission of scripture it is the reason, within the NT textual tradition, that harmonization is
so prevalent, as are the elimination of apparent inconcinnities and errors, etc. Do you think that anyone might
ever come away from reading Misquoting Jesus with the impression that the state of the New Testament text is
worse than it really is? Yes I think this is a real danger, and it is the aspect of the book that has apparently
upset our modern day apologists who are concerned to make sure that no one thinks anything negative about
the holy Bible. Maybe ironically, this could show the fallacy of the view also held widely among evangelicals
at least the ones I know , that the intention of an author dictates the meaning of a text since my intentions seem
to have had little effect on how some people read my text. My book is about how the NT got changed by the
scribes, and here I insist that there are certain things that can be stated as factually true. I try to state these
things as clearly as I can in the book. There are over Greek mss of the NT. These all differ from one another.
The differences number in the hundreds of thousands. But some of the differences are very significant and can
change the meaning of a passage or even of an entire book. Is there any textual critic who can say that these
are not facts? Or have I missed something? If only evangelicals are concerned, is that because only
evangelicals care? Or is it because only they are threatened? If threatened â€” threatened by what exactly??
How do you view fellow textual critics who are evangelicals? Hey, some of my best friends are evangelicals!
What do I think about them? Well, I like most of them! What do I think about their views? Well, I think their
theology is wrong and I personally find their views untenable. And they find my views untenable. What are
your medium or long-term publication goals? I like doing a range of things in my publications, for a range of
audiences, and plan to continue full hilt for the time being. Ehrman for taking time to respond to these
questions BDE:
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September 25, was the th day of the year in the Gregorian calendar. There were 97 days remaining until the end of the
year. The day of the week was Monday.. If you are trying to learn Japanese then this day of the week in Japanese is
GetsuyÅ•bi.

This conclusion appears in a still classified National Intelligence Estimate that was completed in April. One
intelligence official told the New York Times that the report concluded the Iraq war has made the overall
terrorism problem worse despite contradicting claims made by the White House. The report represents a
consensus view of the 16 spy services inside the government. The NIE report is the first formal assessment of
global terrorism by US intelligence agencies since the invasion of Iraq. Meanwhile the Iraqi death toll in just
July and August was over sixty six hundred. Army To Keep Over , Troops in Iraq Sep 25, The Washington
Times is reporting the Army is studying whether to add more combat units to the rotation plan for Iraq and
accelerating the deployments for some brigades. S commanders have decided to keep more than , troops in
Iraq until at least next spring. This comes as the Army is requesting a 41 percent budget increase for the next
year. Talabani Asks for Long-Term U. Safia Amajan was shot dead as she left her home for work. Hundreds
of Thousands Hezbollah Supporters Rally in Beirut Sep 25, In Lebanon, hundreds of thousands of Hezbollah
supporters gathered on Friday to hold what they described as a victory rally. Hezbollah leader Sheikh Hassan
Nasrallah made his first public appearance since the war. Nasrallah vowed not to disarm Hezbollah until the
right conditions were in place. A Spanish newspaper has published the names of 20 CIA agents and
contractors believed to have been involved. The report has been met with widespread skepticism. The Saudi
and Pakistani governments have said they have no evidence that Bin Laden is dead. Chris Wallace asked him
if he had done enough to capture Bin Laden. I authorized the CIA to kill him. We contracted with people to
kill him. But at least I tried. They ridicule me for trying. They had eight months to try. They did not try. So I
tried and failed. When I failed I left a comprehensive anti-terror strategy and the best guy in the country, Dick
Clarke, who got demoted. You did your nice little conservative hit job on me. The British scientific group
Royal Society criticized the oil company of sending nearly three million dollars last year to groups like the
Competitive Enterprise Institute. One historic site considered to be at extreme risk of being submerged
underwater is the Bush family compound in Kennebunkport. The virtual fence will utilize sensors, cameras
and drones to monitor the border. Last week the House of Representatives voted to build a mile physical fence
along the U. The study by the Committee to Protect Journalists found that seven out of every 10 journalists
killed were targeted in retaliation for their reporting and were hunted down to be murdered. Last week, the U.
Maduro says he was verbally abused and strip searched. The Bush administration initially claimed the incident
did not happen. Meanwhile Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice called on the Sudanese government to uphold
the peace agreement. The Darfur Peace Agreement, signed in May, provides a political framework to end the
conflict and to open a path to peace, freedom and opportunity to the people of Darfur. The future of this
agreement, however, is now at risk. The government of Sudan has launched a military offensive and the
security situation in Darfur is deteriorating. Among the arrested was the former chief of security for Telecom
Italia. The suspects were accused of spying on a wide range of personalities, tapping their phones, gathering
bank and legal records and other sensitive data. Hewlett-Packard Chair Resigns Sep 25, Meanwhile here in
this country, the chair of Hewlett-Packard, Patricia Dunn, has resigned as new details emerge about how the
company spied on journalists as well as members of its board. The company hired private investigators to
obtain the phone records of journalists and the company considered planting spies in the newsrooms of the
Wall Street Journal and Cnet. The September 23rd rally also marked Grito de Lares â€” a holiday to
commemorate the day Puerto Ricans rebelled to demand independence from Spain in The incident occurred
when the journalists attempted to cover an FBI raid of the home of a prominent pro-independence activist,
Lilian Laboy. On Thursday 34 religious leaders, veterans and peace movement activists were arrested at the
White House. In Maine eleven protesters were arrested after refusing to leave the Bangor office of Senator
Olympia Snowe. Over communities are holding protests and vigils to mark the Declaration of Peace Week
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which began on Thursday. The year-old leader of the Nation of Islam made the announcement in a letter on
Friday. Please attribute legal copies of this work to democracynow. Some of the work s that this program
incorporates, however, may be separately licensed. For further information or additional permissions, contact
us.
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September 25, is the th day of the year in the Gregorian calendar. There are 97 days remaining until the end of this
year. The day of the week is Monday.

You represent that the Declaration of Trust provides that the assets and liabilities of each Portfolio are separate
from the assets and liabilities of any other Portfolio, and the Units represent ownership in the property of a
discrete Portfolio, the assets of which can only be applied to discharge claims against that Portfolio, and
cannot be applied to discharge claims against any other Portfolio. You represent that Washington law is silent
on whether each Portfolio is treated or recognized as a separate legal entity. You represent that Washington
law defers to the terms of a declaration of trust as to whether to recognize separate portfolios of a trust as
separate legal entities for the purposes set forth in this letter. Accordingly, you represent that the specific terms
of the Declaration of Trust and the deference under the laws of the state of Washington to the provisions of
particular trust instruments would preclude any person that has a claim against a particular Portfolio from
attaching the assets of any other Portfolio. You are concerned that, should the Portfolios be viewed
collectively, the Portfolios and the Trust may not be entitled to rely on any particular exception from the
definition of investment company under the circumstances described herein. Analysis Section 7 b of the Act
prohibits, in relevant part, any depositor or trustee for any investment company, organized or otherwise
created under the laws of the United States or of a state, without a board of directors, from, among other
things, offering, selling, or delivering after sale, any security or interest in a security unless the company is
registered under the Act. Section 3 c of the Act provides a number of exceptions from the definition of
investment company. You note that we previously provided similar no-action relief in Coutts Global Fund
pub. Each sub-fund in Coutts had assets and liabilities that were separate from the assets and liabilities of any
of other sub-fund, and issued units of beneficial interest representing ownership in the property of a discrete
trust i. You acknowledge that there are differences between your facts and those addressed in Coutts. In
particular, Coutts involved a foreign issuer that received relief under section 7 d of the Act, rather than an
issuer organized under the laws of the United States, such as the Trust. Also, in Coutts, each sub-fund
complied with the limits of section 3 c 1 of the Act, and did not rely on various exceptions from the definition
of investment company, such as the exceptions set forth in sections 3 c 7 or 3 c 5 of the Act. You also
acknowledge that under Irish law, each sub-trust was a separate trust having a common trustee, while
Washington law is silent on whether each Portfolio is treated or recognized as a separate legal entity. You
contend, however, that those differences should not matter. You represent that, consistent with the Irish
sub-funds in Coutts, the Declaration of Trust provides that the assets and liabilities of each Portfolio are
separate from the assets and liabilities of any other Portfolio, and the Units represent ownership in the property
of a discrete Portfolio, the assets of which can only be applied to discharge claims against that Portfolio, and
cannot be applied to discharge claims against any other Portfolio. You represent that the Trust will operate,
and will hold itself out to others as operating consistent with the terms of the Declaration of Trust. You have
opined that each Portfolio should be treated as a separate trust entity under Washington law, and that creditors
of one Portfolio should be prohibited from attaching those claims to the assets of any other Portfolio. Finally,
you believe that it makes no difference in the analysis whether an issuer is a U. You, therefore, contend that
the principles for treating each sub-fund as a separate issuer should apply to the Trust. On the basis of the facts
and representations set forth in your letter, we would not recommend enforcement action to the Commission
against Washington Capital or BONY under section 7 b of the Act if the Trust does not register as an
investment company under the Act, under the circumstances described above. This response expresses our
views on enforcement action only and does not express any legal conclusions on the issues presented. Because
our position is based on the facts and representations in your letter, you should note that any different facts or
representations may require a different conclusion. You state that the smallest number of Unitholders in any
Portfolio is five and the largest number of Unitholders in any Portfolio is Fang of the staff and Brendan N.
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Chapter 4 : Evangelical Textual Criticism: Interview with Bart Ehrman
September 25 is the th day of the year (th in leap years) in the Gregorian www.nxgvision.com are 97 days remaining
until the end of the year.

Chapter 5 : Today Show - Season 55, Episode September 25, - www.nxgvision.com
Jim McDermott September 25, During the last three years of her life, my grandmother spent much of her time in one
small room of the house she had lived in since moving to the suburbs to be.

Chapter 6 : Due Date - September 25,
Monday, September 25, Part II Department of the Treasury Office of the Comptroller of the Currency Office of Thrift
Supervision 12 CFR Part 3 and

Chapter 7 : September 25, | Tech Today | Michigan Tech
September 25, Honorable Linda Gibbs Deputy Mayor for Health and Human Services Office of the Mayor City Hall New
York, New York Dear Deputy Mayor Gibbs.

Chapter 8 : News Archive - September,
This doesn't belong to me. Property of ITV. I make nothing from this. It's only for entertainment purposes. Per request.
Uploads that can't go on here will g.

Chapter 9 : Articles September 25, (Results 1 - 15 of about 52)
Monday Night Raw Promotion WWE Date September 25, Venue Ford Center City Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Previous
episode September 18, Next episode October 2, The September 25, Edition of RAW was a televised Professional
wrestling event by the WWE's RAW brand, which took place on.
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